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the herd. These meetings took place at another hotel,
rechristened the " Secretariat/' Here were gathered together
round a table Lord Balf our, enigmatic and detached, who, when
he was not counting the flies on the ceiling, covered his face
with his hand that none might read his thoughts. M. Hanotaux,
the impersonation of French reactionism, who nodded or shook
his head assertively as the speeches affected him. On the
occasion of the Danzig question, when the German delegate
made his statement, M. Hanotaux closed his eyes and adopted
a look of nausea at the mere sound of the German language.
M. Hymans, of Belgium, was then the only member who be-
trayed a sense of humour. Next to him Viscount Ischi of Japan,
impassive, mysterious, sinister. Then Marquis Imperiali, with
an eyeglass and a blank expression. Lord Robert Cecil, the
League's greatest enthusiast, long-limbed, long-spined, long-
fingered, sat all crumpled up, until he spoke, and then delivered
his speeches as if they were sermons.
I was as anxious as possible to take it all very seriously, for
Lord D'Abernon believed in it, and he was a man who did not
believe in many things: but when a Syrian Arab pointed out to
me that while Geneva was engaged in peace councils, world
interest was shifting to the battlefields of the East, I took his
advice and secured the first available place on the Orient
express for Constantinople. The Greek army was in full flight
and the Turks were flushed with victory. It was impossible
to foresee what new changes might not take place on the map
of Europe.
IV
For nearly three months I had been obliged to study European
conditions and politics, and so I was more or less prepared for
the Constantinople imbroglio. " Inter-allied control" it was
called, and from what I saw of it, the Turks were justified for
all their hatred of the foreigner and the vengeance they have
displayed since.
The control of a foreign city by even one alien power is usually
a grim fiasco, but the control of Constantinople by three
cannot be imagined by anyone who did not see it. It finished

